INTRODUCTION
Suppose that n jobs with processing times PI'.'" Pn have to be distributed among m uniform machines. Let si be the speed of machine i (i = 1, ••• , m).
If the sum of the processing times assigned to machine i is denoted by Zn(i) (i = 1, ••• , m), then a common objective is to minimize the makespan f m ): max.{Z (i)/siJ. For this NP-hard problem many heuristics have been n 1. n proposed and analyzed; we refer to [Graham et al. 1979; Rinnooy Kan 1984] for a survey. Among them, the LPT rule in which jobs are assigned to the first available machine in order of decreasing P j is a particularly simple and attractive one. The value Z(m)(LPT) produced by this rule is related to n the optimal solution value Z(m) (OPT) n for the case that s i = 1 for all i by [Graham 1969 ]
Computational evidence, however, suggests that this worst case analysis is unnecessarily pessimistic in that problem instances for which (1) is satisfied as an equality appear to occur only rarely.
To achieve a better understanding of this phenomenon, let us assume the processing times p. (j = 1, •.• , n) to be independent, identically distributed J random variables. The relation between the random variables Z(m)(OPT) and -n Z(m)(LPT) can then be subjected to a probabilistic analysis. In [Frenk & -n Rinnooy Kan 1984] it was shown that (under mild conditions on the distribution of the p.) the absolute error J Z(m)(LPT) -Z(m)(OPT) -n -n (2) converges to 0 almost surely as well as in expectation. Thus, the heuristic is asymptotically optimal in a strong (absolute rather than relative) sense, which provides an explanation for its excellent computational behaviour.
In [Frenk & Rinnooy Kan 1984] , the speed at which the absolute error converges to 0 was analyzed for the special cases of the uniform and exponential distribution respectively. Here we extend and generalize the results for almost sure convergence and convergence in expectation by showing that for a a large class of distributions (essentially those with F(x) ... x (0 < x : I, o < a < ~». this speed is proportional to an appropriate power of (log log n)/n and lIn respectively. This implies that, although the optimality of the LPT rule could only be established asym~totically, the convergence of the absolute error to 0 at least occurs reasonably fast.
In some sense, to be explained later, these results are the best possible ones obtainable for this heuristic.
The main result for the case of almost sure convergence, is described and proved in Section 2. The case of convergence in expectation is dealt with in Section 3, where we bound first and higher moments of the expected absolute error. Some extensions and conjectures are briefly examined in Section 4.
ALMOST SURE CONVERGENCE
In [Frenk & Rinnooy Kan 1984] , it is shown that the absolute error of the LPT rule (2) is bounded (up to a multiplicative constant) by D ( ) { I rk } -n a ... max lS 1.cSn E k:n -a j=l.2 j:n
where £ l:n S 2 2:n S S n a r e the order statistics of the processing £ !l:n times and a = 1 + (m -l)Sl/sm' Let us assume that the distribution function of the processing times is given by
In that case, .2 k:n _ -k:n ,where ~k:n (k = 1, .••• n are the order c· statistics of n independent random variables uniformly distributed on [0, 1J. and b .. l/a.
To study the asymptotic behaviour of D (a). let us define the random variable -n
In to be the index p € {I, ••• , n} for which the maximum in (3) is actually
-pm a j-l j:n k:n a j=l U~ J:n (k -1, •.. , P -1) (5) i.e., that
-k:n j=k+l -j:n -a --p:n (k = 1, ..•• p -1) (6) so that (by addition of these inequalities)
Thus, Pr {T = p} is bounded (from above) by the probability of (7). Fp{Y) = Pr{Y p : n S y}. Then (7) and (8) imply that
Now Lemma 1 in the Appendix implies that for certain constants C=c(a). c-c(a)
Pr{T ... p} :s; C e -cp -n
To derive our main result from the Bovel-Cantelli lemma. we now use (11)
(where D is a constant to be chosen later and 10g2n -log log n) by
r max1sk slog n {-k:n -a j-l -j :nl C!: n J (13) .
The first term in (13) is Oen-c) from (11). We again condition on the value ~Og n:n corresp~nding to the largest order statistic being greater or smaller than(2(10g n)/n)b, to bound the second term by 
The first term in (14) so that the integral itself is bounded by
The second probability in (16) converges exponentially to 0 (in log n).
We again bound the first probability by conditioning on the index !(log n -1) (where the maximum is attained) being greater or smaller than d 10g2n, for a constant d still to be chosen. From ( 
We show in the Appendix (Lemma 2) that D (a) is almost surely nonincreasing -n in n. It follows that It can be shown [Karp 1983 ] that the speed of convergence to optimality for the LPT rule is at least lIn for the case that a • 1. In the next section, we shall see that this lower bound is also an upper bound when we consider convergence in expectation.
-5-3.
CONVERGENCE IN EXPECTATION
Again, we assume that F(x) = x a (0 ~ x ~ 1, 0 < a < ~). With T as defined before,
1 -k:n a. j""l -j:n -n
As before we condition on the value of the 1arge~t order statistic to bound the second term by
Hence, for n sufficiently large, (11) and (23) together imply that (24) Let h "" (n + 1) qbE(D (n) q). Then (24) implies that n -n 2 h n ~ (n + l)qb e-cn + e(qbin) h n _ 1 (25) This implies that h is bounded by a constant and we have proved the main n result of this section. Identical results for the case that si = 1 for all i are derived in a different fashion in [Boxma 1984] . Again, they are the sharpest possible ones in the sense of the previous section. It is worth noting that this is the first time that bounds on higher moments have been derived for a heuristic of this nature. [Frenk & Rinnooy Kan 1984] ). This maximization involves only the smaller order statistics and for those we are essentially in the situation analyzed in Section 2.
4.

EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the case of convergence in expectation, our technique requires that E e q (1 + b)+ 1 < ~ for the extension of Theorem 3 to hold. We strongly suspect, however,
that this condition is not essential. Details of the proofs for these results are available from the authors.
These unusually strong results, as well as other recent ones in this area ([Boxma 1984 ]), confirm the remarkable amenability of the LPT rule to a probabilistic analysis. Extensions to other priority rules involving order statistics of processing times seem feasible and interesting. 
